
 

You Can Do It
by Theresa Breslin

‘Fiona, for goodness’ sake, hurry up!’
Her mother’s voice, sharp with annoyance, sounded all the way up the stairs to the attic. Fiona
scowled and stuck her chin out. ‘Do this, Fiona. Take that, Fiona. Bring this downstairs. Carry
that upstairs. Don’t slouch about, Fiona. We don’t have much time.’

Fiona picked up the last of the boxes she was bringing down from the attic, and as she did so, it
burst. Without warning it gave way, spewing bills, old photographs, postcards and letters all over
the floor. She gazed down in bewilderment at the mess.

She disliked change, she decided, as she gazed at the chaotic pile of papers at her feet, and this
change she especially hated. Moving Grampa out of his big old house into that flat. There was
never going to be enough space for all his things, and hardly enough room for her to stay every
weekend with him as she had done ever since she was small. As she knelt down and began to
gather up some of the bits and pieces, she heard her mother’s voice again.
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          ‘Fiona! Come down this minute!’

          Fiona dropped the papers she had in her hand and went to the door.

          ‘Coming,’ she shouted.

She trudged down the narrow attic stairs. She could see her mother’s face peering up at her from
the stairwell.

‘Whatever is keeping you up there? We’ll have to leave now. I don’t want to have Grampa
waiting too long on his own at the new flat.’

Fiona walked down the next flight of stairs to the bottom hall. She passed her father on his way
out to the back garden.

          ‘Are you going with your mum?’ he asked.

          Fiona shrugged. ‘Looks like it,’ she said.

She went out of the front door and helped bundle some boxes and carrier bags into her mother’s
car.
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‘You won’t be able to get in here now, Fiona. You’ll have to stay with your dad and come on
later,’ her mum was saying.

Fiona watched her mother drive off and then went slowly back upstairs. Her dad must still be
sorting out the contents of the shed. She had time to go back up to the attic and gather up the
broken box. It was mainly photographs which had spilled out. Memories of her Grampa’s, life and
family.

There was an old one of him in uniform. She picked it up and squinted at it.

He smiled out at her. A strong face with a dark moustache. Fiona sighed. He wasn’t like that any
more. Not since a stroke(*) had left him with shaky legs and quivering muscles.

She decided to get a box to put the photographs in. She twisted round and ran to the stairs.

‘Those who hurry fastest are the first to fall’ was one of her Grampa’s sayings, and it was as if she
heard him saying it now, right out loud in her ear as she stumbled on the top step. Seconds later
she landed with a crash at the foot of the stairs. Her head hurt, her bottom hurt and her legs
throbbed painfully.
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Fiona was quite alone in the big empty house. She started to get up. Her legs were caught
underneath her body and she tried to heave herself up and straighten them out.

‘Oww,’ she yelped. A stabbing pain flared in her knees. She moved again, this time more
carefully.

The pain was terrible. There were tears crowding in behind her eyelids and her hands were
shaking. When she tried to move, both legs hurt badly.

‘Now what am I going to do?’ Fiona asked herself, looking at the steep, uneven stairs below. She
couldn’t stand up. She was a prisoner.

Both her parents were so busy at the moment with Grampa being unwell and moving house, that
they might not realise anything was wrong, not for a while anyway. But then, Fiona thought, there
was someone who usually noticed immediately that she wasn’t around. Grampa. Well, he used to,
anyway. Things were different now.

 

The first day he had come home from hospital she hadn’t recognised the sick old man whose
clothes seemed too big for him. She had pictured herself helping him get better, sorting his
cushions, picking flowers for his room. She imagined him smiling and saying, ‘Thank you,
Fiona’. Then they would play cards and she would win most of the games. But it hadn’t been like
that at all. He sat slumped in his chair by the fire most of the day, his eyes were vague and
sometimes he dribbled his food. Just like a baby!

She didn’t want to sit on the little stool beside his chair and talk. His eyes were always sad, and he
hardly ever answered anyone anyway. ‘He’s not even trying,’ Fiona’s mum complained. ‘He’s
supposed to exercise his fingers and practise those words, but he just sits all day.’
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As the weeks passed and he didn’t get much better, he finally agreed to sell the big house and
move closer to the rest of the family.

Fiona looked at her watch and groaned. She might have to wait ages before Mum or Dad came.
She moved her position. Something was pressing into her back. Something hard with sharp
corners. It was a photograph album. Carefully written on the front in her Grampa’s writing was

 

Fiona made a face. She hated baby photographs of herself. Still... it would pass the time, and take
her mind off the pain. She flicked it open. There was one of Grampa with his arm around her as
she stood in the swimming pool. It seemed silly now she was older, but she had been scared to
stand by herself in the water. Her legs had trembled as she stepped away from the tiled side.

 

‘You can do it, Fiona,’ Grampa’s voice whispered in her ear. ‘You can do it.’ And he had steadied
her until she was confident enough to stand on her own. ‘Thanks, Grampa,’ she’d said. And he
had pulled her hair and said, ‘What are friends for?’
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What were friends for? Helping each other, she supposed. She could do with some help now... and
so could he, she suddenly thought.

A friend to help him now that he had trembling legs, now that he was unsure, with no confidence,
maybe a little scared of trying. Fiona felt more tears coming, and this time she didn’t stop them.

And she was still tearful, with a grubby, streaked face, when she heard the back door open an
hour or so later.

‘Dad! Dad!’ she yelled frantically as he ran up the stairs.

‘You poor thing!’ he cried when he saw her.

                                                             (* * * * * *)

 

          They got back from the hospital at six o’clock .

Grampa was sitting in his chair, hands resting on each knee. He looked up as Fiona came in. His
eyes followed her as she limped slowly across the room.
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‘I suppose neither of us will be able to manage stairs for a while.’ Fiona sat down beside him.
‘How about a trade?’ she suggested. ‘I borrow your wheelchair, and you get a turn of my
crutches?’

          The old man looked at her uncertainly. Fiona giggled.

‘We could have races,’ she said. She looked at him, full in the face, the first time she had done so
since he had been in hospital.

          ‘Where’s your mirror?’ she asked.

          ‘Mirror?’ he repeated.

‘You’re meant to have a hand mirror by your chair and do your vowel sounds every day,’ she said.
‘You’ve not been doing them, have you?’ He shook his head slowly.

‘Well, it’s not good enough,’ said Fiona. ‘We’ll have to make a start right away.’ Then she winked
at him, and leaning forward close to his head, she whispered.

          ‘You can do it, Grampa. You can do it.’

 

(*) A stroke is a sudden illness affecting parts of the brain, which can cause speech difficulties and loss of
feeling in the body.
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1.      Choose the best group of words to fit the passage and put a ring around your choice.

(a)     Fiona’s grandfather was moving out of his big old house because he had been ill.

While she was helping to pack up his belongings Fiona came across a photograph of

 
1 mark

As she was sorting things out, Fiona fell down the stairs and hurt her legs.

(b)     She couldn’t move and as she was waiting for help she found

 
1 mark

(c)     While Fiona waited she remembered how Grampa had

 

when she was younger.
1 mark

(d)     Fiona waited for a long time but then her dad came into the house and found her

the stairs. He took her to hospital where she was treated.
1 mark

(e)     Then they went to

 
1 mark

2

 at the foot of
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2.      Why did Fiona’s mother feel annoyed at the beginning of the story?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________
1 mark

3.      Fiona did not like Grampa’s new flat because she disliked change.
Find another reason why she disliked the flat.

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________
1 mark

4.      Grampa said to Fiona,

‘Those who hurry fastest are the first to fall.’

Explain what he meant.

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________
2 marks

5.       … pain flared in her knees.

Why is this an effective way of describing how Fiona felt after she fell down the stairs?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________
2 marks
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6.      But it hadn’t been like that at all.

What does this sentence tell you about Fiona’s feelings after Grampa came out of hospital?
Explain your answer fully.

 
3 marks

7.      Just after he came out of hospital, Grampa felt depressed.

How do you know?

Find and write down two pieces of evidence.

1. _________________________________________________________________

2. _________________________________________________________________
2 marks
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8.      How does Fiona’s accident change how she feels about Grampa?

Explain your answer as fully as you can, using parts of the story to help you.

 
3 marks
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9.      Many people write down their thoughts and feelings in their diary.

What do you think Fiona might have written in her diary after visiting Grampa two weeks after
he had moved to his new flat?

Think about:

•    what she thought of the flat;

•    her friendship with Grampa.

 
3 marks

10.    (a)    What made Fiona remember things that happened in the past?

______________________________________________________________
1 mark
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(b)    Why are Fiona’s memories important to this story?

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________
2 marks
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Mark schemes

 
1.      Award 1 mark for each correct choice.

(a)     

 

2

(b)     

 

(c)     

 

(d)     

 

(e)     

 

Up to 5 marks
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2.      Award 1 mark for answers which identify any one of the following as the source of Fiona’s
mother’s annoyance:

•        the amount of work she had to do;

•        that Grampa was left alone in his flat;

•        Fiona’s lack of co-operation;

•        Fiona’s tardiness.

          For example:

•        she had a lot of stuff to pack up for Grampa;

•        she didn’t want to keep Grampa waiting too long;

•        Fiona wasn’t doing what she was told.

          Also accept responses where ‘she’ clearly refers to Fiona, eg:

•        she was taking such a long time up in the attic;

•        she was being very slow.

1 mark

3.      Award 1 mark for references to the size of the flat or to the effect of Grampa living in a smaller
flat, eg:

•        it was too small for her to go and stay with Grampa;

•        the flat was too small for all Grampa’s things;

•        she could not sleep there every weekend.

          Do not accept general answers along the lines of:

•        she liked his old house better;

•        she didn’t want Grampa to move out of his big old house.

1 mark
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4.      Award 2 marks for answers which show an understanding of the metaphorical significance of the
phrase, eg:

•        if you like to be first you will pay in a way;

•        people who rush things never get them done.

          Award 1 mark for answers which give a literal interpretation of the phrase, eg:

•        people who rush will trip over;

•        you shouldn’t hurry or you might fall.

Also award 1 mark for explanations which go beyond a literal interpretation of the sentence but
which do not refer to the consequences, eg:

•        he meant don’t rush what you are doing, take your time.

Do not accept answers which refer specifically to Fiona falling down the stairs without
generalisation.

up to 2 marks

5.      Award 2 marks for answers which make explicit or implicit reference to the impact of ‘flared’
through references to speed or suddenness, to the intermittent nature of the pain or to fire /
flames, eg:

•        it’s like pain rushed round her legs very fast;

•        it was like her knees were on fire.

Award 1 mark for answers which refer in general terms to severe pain or which identify authorial
technique but do not relate it to ‘flared’, eg:

•        because the pain was everywhere in her knees;

•        because it helps you to imagine the pain.

up to 2 marks

6.      Award 3 marks for developed answers which explore Fiona’s feelings in terms of the contrast
between her expectations (while Grampa was in hospital) and the reality (when he came home),
eg:

•        she thought she would have someone to play with and help but Grampa just didn’t do
anything. I think she was lonely and upset because Grampa wasn’t what she thought;

•        Fiona was upset because she wanted to play cards with him and pick flowers to go in his
room and sort out his cushions but he just sat in his chair by the fire most of the day;

•        Fiona probably felt angry because he didn’t do anything that he used to do with her. She
was probably bored because they used to do fun things but now he just sat by the fire. She
probably found him annoying because he didn’t do any exercises or anything.
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Award 2 marks for answers which either describe Fiona’s feelings when Grampa came out of
hospital, including references to her previous expectations or to the reality of the situation, or
which explore in detail Fiona’s thoughts and expectations both before and after Grampa came
out of hospital but need not include an explicit statement of her feelings, eg:

•        I think she was a bit scared of him and a bit disappointed because he couldn’t talk to her or
play with her;

•        she may have been upset about him because he was dribbling just like a baby and his
clothes were too big for him;

•        she felt as if the friend she once had had disappeared and a quiet, weak old man stood in
his place.

Award 1 mark for undeveloped answers which refer to Fiona’s feelings of disappointment when
Grampa came out of hospital. The reference to feelings may be implicit, for example, in a
description of the circumstances when he came out of hospital, eg:

•        that everything she had dreamed did not come true;

•        Grampa had changed and he didn’t seem like himself after he had come back from
hospital;

•        all the things she wanted to do with him she didn’t because it was all different, he just sat in
his chair.

up to 3 marks

7.      Award 1 mark for each reference to any of the following descriptions of Grampa’s behaviour, to a
maximum of 2:

•        he sat in his chair most of the day;

•        his eyes were always sad / vague;

•        he hardly ever answered anyone;

•        he didn’t do his exercises.

          For example:

•        he was so quiet;

•        his eyes are always looking sad;

•        he didn’t try to get himself better;

•        he didn’t want to do anything, he just sat there.
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          Also accept answers that children might have inferred are a symptom of depression.

          For example:

•        sometimes he dribbled his food;

•        his clothes were too big for him;

•        he had lost weight.

up to 2 marks

8.      Award 3 marks for answers which explain Fiona’s increased understanding of Grampa’s situation
as a result of her own changed circumstances, including reference to his feelings, possibly
implicitly, and which also include reference to events in the story, eg:

•        when she compared the picture of herself in the pool to Grampa now, she understood how
important encouragement was to his recovery. She was able to identify with his
nervousness, and feel a little bit of what he was feeling as she was on crutches and
couldn’t walk properly;

•        she knows now that she can’t use her legs how it feels not being able to do so many things
as she could before. She remembers him always encouraging her and she knows that is
what she needs to do to him.

Award 2 marks for answers which explain Fiona’s increased understanding of Grampa and
which refer, possibly indirectly, to events in the story, eg:

•        she knows how hard it is for him to do things because she can’t get around very well at the
end of the story and neither can her Grampa;

•        after looking at the photo and remembering how Grampa had helped her, she thought that
she would help him as he had helped her when she was little;

•        when she saw the photo album she realised he would need a friend to help him as she did.

Award 1 mark for answers which either identify in general terms Fiona’s increased
understanding of Grampa but without specific reference to events in the text, or which refer to
relevant events in the story but not to the development of feelings, eg:

•        she feels alone and realises that he is alone every day;

•        she knew how it felt not to be able to walk properly;

•        she starts looking at the photo album and remembering Grampa making her confident to
stand in the pool and saying to her ‘Fiona you can do it’.

          Do not accept the unelaborated response both of them cannot walk.

up to 3 marks
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9.      Award 3 marks for answers which describe Grampa’s circumstances and include Fiona’s
thoughts and feelings, with appropriate detail about the relationship between both characters at
the end of the story, eg:

•        he looked ill and sad. I don’t really like the flat, but he needs to be near the family. He can’t
play games any more or walk about. He is quite depressed. I want to look after him;

•        he looked a bit better and my feelings about him were wrong. We have fun now talking. I’m
still not keen on the flat but the furniture’s nice and the flat suits Grampa;

•        his flat wasn’t nice, it was very small. I don’t think my mum is encouraging him enough. We
don’t talk as much as we used to, he just sits down all the time.

Award 2 marks for answers which incorporate Fiona’s feelings or thoughts and her commentary
on events and which show an understanding of the final part of the story, eg:

•        I like his new flat. It is nice. We had a chat about how he liked the flat. We played a game of
cards. He is learning his words, he is doing very well. He makes nice cups of tea;

•        the flat was okay but it was very small. I don’t think I will be able to stay with him at the
weekends. Grampa looked a bit happier, which I was glad of. I think he has settled in quite
well.

Award 1 mark for answers which describe the day or include a description of the flat or Grampa
but make minimal reference to Fiona’s feelings or thoughts, eg:

•        it was fun. I was going round on his wheelchair and we played cards;

•        the flat was very small and all his stuff didn’t fit so he had to throw half of it away;

•        I didn’t really like the flat because it was too small. I talked to Grampa about our friendship,
how I used to sleep over at his house every weekend.

Note: answers do not need to be written in the first person (using ‘I’ as the voice of Fiona) to be
awarded marks.

up to 3 marks

10.    (a)     Award 1 mark for answers which refer, implicitly or explicitly, to the photographs or
photograph album, or to Fiona’s accident, eg:

•        the photos that fell out of the box;

•        she fell down and had time to think;

•        seeing Grampa when he was young.

1 mark
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(b)     Award 2 marks for answers which either refer in detail to Fiona’s discoveries about her
relationship with Grampa, or which describe the importance of memories to the structure of
the story, eg:

•        because the story is about Fiona realising that in the past her Grampa helped her and
so now she must help him;

•        because they make her change her mind about the way she feels about Grampa;

•        they’re important because you need to know what happened before and compare it
with the present.

Award 1 mark for answers which refer to Fiona remembering how Grampa was in the past,
or to the way in which her recollections reveal information to the reader, or to how her
memories act as a spur to her subsequent actions, eg:

•        they include information about Fiona’s life;

•        they show you how much Grampa has changed;

•        her memories make her go to her Grampa and help him and show him he can do it.

up to 2 marks
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